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Do by-elections matter? 
A by-election appoints a candidate to a political office that becomes vacant before that term of office 
has expired. They usually occur when an office holder, such as an MP, resigns their seat or dies. 
Occasionally they are the result of recall elections caused by wrongdoing, such as when MPs breach 
parliamentary standards, as with Fiona Onasanya in 2019.  

The strength of public feeling 
Many voters regard by-elections as unimportant because they are not electing a national government. 
Instead, some voters take the opportunity to protest against the government, no matter which party is 
in power. Therefore, it is exceptionally rare for the governing party to win a new seat: this has only 
happened three times since 1945. If the government is fortunate, it retains its seat, albeit with lower 
support; quite often they lose. 

Psephologists (people who study electoral statistics) measure the size of the swing. In other words, 
they measure how electors switch their support (normally from the governing party) to vote for other 
parties. The bigger the swing from the previous government vote, the larger the dissatisfaction. Thus, 
in the June 2021 Chesham and Amersham by-election, a Conservative seat with a 16,000-vote 
majority changed hands to the Liberal Democrats, who won by over 8,000 votes. The swing was 
25.2%, meaning a quarter of voters changed from the Conservatives to the Liberal Democrats. 

Political commentators seize on by-election results as a formal indicator of support (or not) for the 
government between elections: unlike opinion polls, the results are incontrovertible. Thus, the 
Chesham by-election loss suggested a Conservative policy rethink was needed because of its deep 
unpopularity, demonstrated by the large swing. 

The Hartlepool by-election and its impact 
Hartlepool is a constituency situated in northeast England, a traditional Labour stronghold: for decades 
it was a safe Labour seat. The May 2021 by-election was highly unusual because the Conservatives 
won the seat. This was important because the ‘red wall’ of the northeast appeared to be falling, 
following Conservative victories in constituencies such as Sedgefield and Blythe Valley in the 2019 
general election. The Hartlepool by-election suggested this was an ongoing, long-term trend and not 
just a ‘blip’ to ‘get Brexit done.’ While it is too soon to say there has been a realignment to the Tory 
party of northern, working-class voters due to their ‘levelling-up’ strategy, it is possible to say there is 
geographical dealignment from the Labour Party. Contrary to the usual protest vote trend, the rare 
government win and large 16% swing reinforced this idea, as Labour’s majority of 3,500 was replaced 
by a Conservative one of nearly 7,000. 

Sometimes by-elections lead to everyone claiming victory. At Batley and Spen in July 2021, the 
Labour candidate held the seat, but with a significantly reduced majority, from over 3,000 to around 
300. Although the Conservatives lost, they could claim a victory of sorts because they were close to 
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winning when by-elections normally depress the government’s vote. Again, it suggests the ‘red wall’ 
might be close to breaking. 

The trend of low turnouts 
Turnouts plummet for by-elections and many hover at around 40% or below. Their relative 
unimportance means opposition parties exploit dissatisfaction, because disgruntled people have 
reasons to turn out and vote for a change in the status quo. This makes predictions about general 
election results and trends difficult. 

Re-examining the Hartlepool by-election, focusing upon the number of votes cast rather than headline 
percentages, it is apparent the swing masked a different interpretation of government support: Labour 
voters were possibly just apathetic. In 2019, roughly 41,000 voters in the constituency turned out, with 
15,500 voting Labour and 12,000 voting Conservative. In 2021, only 30,000 turned out, with roughly 
15,500 supporting the Conservatives and 8,500 supporting Labour. Although Labour lost 7,000 votes, 
11,000 people did not vote at all. It is likely many of these were previously Labour voters who could 
help to win Labour the seat again in a general election when turnouts are higher. This suggests 
Conservative support is not as high as the swing implies and Labour support is dormant.  

The same doubt exists in the Chesham and Amersham by-election, where 18,000 fewer votes were 
cast and the numbers voting Conservative dropped by 17,000. The Liberal Democrat winner’s total 
only improved by 7,000 votes and gained from plummeting support for parties other than the 
Conservatives. In other words, voters for the Greens and Labour, among others, supported the Liberal 
Democrats in a tactical vote of protest that the first-past-the-post voting system allows. Therefore, 
studying the churn is important: psephologists need to know how voters switched their votes, 
otherwise everything appears to be ‘in the mix’ with the headline swing percentage, suggesting 
weaker overall support for a new party and MP. 

In general elections people revert to normal patterns of voting. Thus, after the Chesham by-election, 
predictions that the ‘blue wall’ of Conservative support in southern England might fall appear 
unfounded. Certainly, the Liberal Democrats, hoping for a breakthrough moment, have had hopes 
dashed in several by-elections such as in Ribble Valley (1991) and Brecon and Radnorshire (2019). 
Rather, by-elections are good at exploiting protest votes over local issues, such as appealing against 
HS2 in Chesham and the Heathrow Airport expansion in Richmond Park (2016) — issues which 
dissolve when national concerns take precedence. 

Using by-election knowledge in exams 
When answering questions about voting behaviour, participation or elections, most candidates only 
write about general elections. This can lead to a one-dimensional analysis. Examiners want a range of 
contexts with which to test understanding. The key trends of low turnout, protest voting and party 
support in by-elections offer a way of showing such different contexts.  

 

Key terms 
Swing The overall change in support for a winning/losing party between elections. 

Churn How voters change their votes between all parties at elections. 
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Consider the following AQA-style question:  

‘Voting in the UK is becoming increasingly predictable.’ Analyse and evaluate this statement. 

Or this Edexcel-style question: 

‘Evaluate the view that voting behaviour in the UK is increasingly predictable’. 

If writing about voting behaviour due to geographical alignment, you can now write with more certainty 
that the northeast is not so predictably Labour-supporting once the Hartlepool by-election is factored 
in, against the trend that governments should lose by-elections. The same could also be said for 
voting in most by-elections, such as Chesham, whereby protest voting and the churn shows people 
turning against their usual party for tactical considerations. This improves the usual commentary about 
safe seats. You could also analyse the inadequacies of the FPTP voting system or class alignment 
which, although important, are rather repetitive without up-to-date examples. 

Exam questions about political participation (and its crisis) will show more depth of understanding if 
you can explain why the turnout alters according to the nature of the elections: as by-elections do not 
alter the UK government, fewer people can be bothered to vote. Knowledge of one recent by-election 
would reinforce this for the examiner. 

Activity 
Think how you would use this article’s information for the following AQA-style question:  

‘Explain and analyse three influences on voting behaviour.’  
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